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      A bit
     about 
     me    
I can see a very natural 
progression in my career to 
date, but one thing is certain, 
it has been an interesting 
journey so far.  After 
graduating (and managing 
nightclubs) I embarked on a 
career in the Police.  This has 
meant that I have held a 
variety of management and 
senior management roles in 
some very demanding 
circumstances.  

As well as the roles you would expect I have lead organisational culture 

change programs, developed corporate values, project managed structural 

change, developed performance frameworks and created high performing 

teams and departments.  I also developed a breadth of experience across 

the fields of major crime investigation, professional standards and front 

line policing.

From my varied experience I identified that I have a passion for helping 

teams improve their performance and improving levels of employee 

engagement by reconnecting the management and staff.  I now help 

companies to understand the views of their staff and identify the best way 

to motivate, deliver change or improve performance. And probably because 

of my previous career, I do this from a base of evidence so everything is 

done for a reason .

Guy loves a challenge! He rates one of his 
biggest achievements as running a 56 mile 
ultra marathon for charity.  He doesn’t give 
up until he achieves his goals!

Guy Wilson

     Professional Credentials  Degree in Sports Science (Sports psychology focused)  Police leadership & communications training     (amongst countless other training courses)
 Trained Senior Investigating Officer Licensed to deliver the Competing Values Framework CIPD Level 7 Award in Employee engagement Licensed Practitioner – Lumina Spark Professional Certificate in Coaching - Henley  Business School

 

Guy empowers staff, providing support where appropriate

“Guy is a highly skilled, professional expert who provides a great knowledgeable service, highly efficient processes, clear and honest time frames and project cost and more importantly fits around any organisational need and culture: as a result Guy advises a tailored engagement proposal that will make a real difference! An excellent service and hopefully a long term relationship has developed!”  Aldi Stores Operations

“Guy is a fantastic leader and ensures that people he workswith are, and feel supported and are kept informed. Guy takes personal responsibility and manages several tasks very well.  He is innovative in his thinking and always seeks to improve himself and his workstream”. 
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Colleague view


